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hand, that "the world-view of even educated non
scientists has sometimes differed appreciably from that 
of their scientific contemporaries". Thus the study of 
non-scientific literature "provides an insight into the 
diffusion of scientific ideas throughout society as a whole", 
quite apart from its immediate value for n'!:learchcs in 
the history of ast.ronomy. 

To inject a guiding thread into such comprehensive 
a nd wide-ranging material is difficult enough. T o a certain 
degree, however, this is necessary to prevent the possible 
impression that these fruits of a prolific reading of or·iginal 
literary sources, and of compilations of these, might have 
been card indexed and afterwards "simply Rtrung to
gether". This is certainly not the case with Meadows's 
book. Hcr·e, h e has successfully carved out seven principal 
clearly d efined approaches: the Mediaeval Univm·sl•, 
Time and Instruments, Astrology, the Copernican Revolu
tion, Bacon and Galiloo, N ewton, and tho Victorian 
Reaction. A valuable appendix of some twenty pagAs 
gives, besides a w ell laid out index, full references to some 
450 sources nsed by tho author. 

American literatnrfl is not discussed in this volume, 
but mention is made of a recently published annotated 
bibliography in the American Journal of Physics (33, 175; 
1965). 

It would have been good, however, if use had bem1 
made of the magnificent little volume Dichters oveT Sterren 
by M. G. J. Minnaert (van Loghum Slatflrus, Arnhom
Holland, 1949), in which this out-standing and astonish
ingly versatilo astronomer sd0ctcd some two hundred 
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pages of astronomy-centred poems (which originated in 
the Netherlands, Great Britain, the United States, Ger
many, France and several othflr countries). H Pre we 
find some very fine quotations from Chaucer, Shakfl
speare, RutlAr, Byron, Wor·dsworth, Keats, Shelle~- and 
some others, many of which might well han' ht>en Inen
tioned in thfl book undAr review. 

This does not imply a criticism, but rath(•r a u encour
agement to produce a sequel both by supplemE-nting 
the material within the p eriod covAred and by t'X tt>rHiing 
its scope to earlier timAs and also to work:; published 
in the twentieth century. 

Such a sAlection could then alF;o make use oft he colke
tion A Book of Scientific Verse by VV. Ea~t\\·ood (Mac
millan, London , 1961). Here, a few dozen outstanding 
"astronomical poems" spring immediately to attention 
a nd I should like, too, to see quite a nnmhcr of these 
included. 

Finally, would it not be ;;plendid if qualified researchers 
could be induced by Meadows 's fino work tn extend its 
linguist,jc scope, say, by exploring litm·ary ---aHtrnnomica l 
references in other accessible European langnagp;; ? 

All this should help to bring about another stimulus 
for regaining-beyond today's fruitful union of astronomy 
with its sister sciences and tochnologins-oncP more the 
feeling of "oneness with the stars": this wonder of revela
tion which, with its exhilarating >'enso of libf'ration, has 
become such a. rare experience for today's sophisticated 
man --this very impact of tho LJnin'rsP that "·as oncf' so 
nverwhPlming. ARTH!'H BEE lt 
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OUR GALAXY 
Galactic Astronomy 
By Dimitri Mihalas, with the collaboration of Paul McRae 
Routly. Pp. xiii +257. (W. H. Freeman: San Francisco 
and London, January 1969.) 94s. 
THE first rea l insight into the structure of the Milky Way 
system was gained by Harlow Shapley in 1918 when he 
demonstrated that the widespread family of globular 
clusters was centred some 15 kiloparsecs away from the 
Sun in the direction of Sagittarius. He proposed that this 
was the centre of the Milky Way in contrast with the con
temporary heliocentric picture provided by the Kapteyn 
Universe which did not take account of the obscuration 
of the interstellar dust in the galactic plane. 

Since that time, our understanding of the structure and 
d ynamics of our Galaxy has progressed a long way. Today 
we have a picture of a system about 40 kiloparsecs in 
diameter, rotating about a centre 10 kiloparsecs fmm the 
Sun and containing source 10" stars of various ages as 
well as several per cent by mass of interstellar gas and 
dust. Galactic Astronomy, by Dimitri Mihalas, of Prince
ton University Observatory, in collaboration with Paul 
McRae Routly, of the American Astronomical Society, 
describes the present status of the subject suitable for 
undergraduatfl and postgraduate teaching; it is a useful 
self-contained referenefl work for the profess ional 
astronomer. 

The book is orientated towards a synthesis of the vast 
amount of stellar observational material obtained over the 
years and their interpretation in terms c.f galactic dynamics 
which attempts to examine the relation between tho 
space distribution of matter, gravitational forces and the 
stellar velocity distribution. Observations of the inter
stellar m edium by optical and radio techniques have not 
been considered to any extent. 

One is reminded of the problems which still remain to 
be solved as well as those for which solutions have been 

found. There still is the myst.ery of the "mi~~ing· · local 
matter. An analysis of tho velocity distribution of stars 
perpendicular to the galactic plane leads to a total mass 
density in the solar n eighbourhood which is greate1· than 
the known contributions from stars, gas and du~t. Best 
recent measurements indicate that this deficiencY uf 20 -40 
per cent is genuine and must be accounted fo.r by such 
cornponcnts as low luminosity dwarf stars or nwlecular 
hydrogen which h ave so far gone undetected. 

The studies described in the book are principall,,- steady 
state investigations of the stellar component~=; of the 
Galaxy. We now know from investigations of neutral 
hy drogen and of the OH radical at radio >vavf'leugths, 
however, that this is a far from complete description of the 
situation in the central regions which can only be invc:sti
gated at longer than optical wavelengths, namol~- radio 
and infrared . Not only are there high radial Ydocities 
both inwards and outwards in a region several hundred 
parsecs in diameter at the galactic centre, but thPn' is in 
addition a general outward motion of 50 km sec·· ' at 3-4 
kiloparsecs from the centre. These phenomena imply 
explosive events in the galactic system which at the 
moment am far from being understood. 

As the authors say, the material of the book represents 
only a beginning in the study of the galaxy. But it is a. 
fascinating b eginning and a story well told. 

R. D. DAVIES 

MARTIAN RESEARCH 
The Book of Mars 
By Samuel Glasstone. Pp. vii+ 315. (National Aero
nautics and Space Administration: Washington, DC, 
1968.) 85.25. 

ONE may expect that Martian rcsem·ch will shortly enter 
a new phase of activity when rAsults from the dPtailcd 
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